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         On the Flexural Deflection of a Rectangular Beam

                     with Moderately Large Depth

                                                     tt

                             Satoru IGARASHI*

                            (Received June 30, 1980)

                                 Abstract

    Equation for deflection of a beam of narrow rectangular cross-section with

moderately large depth is derived from the equation for defiection of a thick plate

proposed in the previous paper, considering that one of the Iateral dimensions of

a rectangular plate is much smaller than the other.

    Assuming that the depth of beam is small compared with its length, the ap-

proximate equations for defiection of a beam can be obtained with any desired

aCCUrFaoCrY'
a simply supported rectangular beam under uniform load, the exact SOIU"

giiOvnei?.: tdheiflseCp:Opner.Of the beam and solutions for its approximate equations, are

    The results obtained here are compared with those given by the usual beam

theory.

               g1. Notations and Fundamental Equations for
                        Deflection of a Thick PIate

Notations

    xi: rectangular coordinates, (i=1,2,3)

    8i: components of displacement, (i=1,2,3)
 . eij=-II-(36x'i.-+ aO{ij): components of strain, (i,7'=i,2,3)

    eicic=en+e22+E33,

    Aij=2ekk5ij+2yei,-: components of stress, (i,7'=1,2,3)

    with Lame's constants 2 and pt,

    (l,m)=l2+mpt, (l,m,n)=IR2+mRpt+npt2, etc.

    h: depth of beam,
    b: breadth of beam,
        (O, 1) (3, 2)
    E= (1,1) : Young's modulus,

        bh3
    I= 12 : moment of inertia-of the cross-section of beam, and

    We: deflection of beam.
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Fz(ndameiital Equations

    The approximate equations for defiection of a moderately thick plate were

obtained and solved in the previous papersi･2). The present author proposes here

the equation for deflection of a rectangular beam with moderately large depth,

with reference to the equation of a moderately thick plate.

    At first the author summarizes the method to treat the bending problem of

a moderately thick piate, then shows how the fundamental equations of a beam

with large depth can be derived from the equation of the plate.

    We shall take xi- and x2- axes on the middle plane of the plate, x3- axis being

directed downwa･rds. The thickness of the plate shall be taken to be h.

    When one treats the problem of a plate in a bending state, one expands the

components of displacement as follows:

             oo ･ et=Zu2ic+lx3k+1,
            k=O
             co        g,=Zv,,.,x,2it+i, (1-1)            ic -o
         ' ee
        e3 = Z w2ic Jcgk,

            k=O

where uic, vic, and wic, are functions of xi and x2,

    Introducing (1-1) into equations of equilibrium of an elastic body:

        O=a6A,,i,"=(1,1)aO,,,Lskk+(O,1)A34i,(i=1,2,3) , (1-2)

with

              62                        02
        A3 = oJt2 =A+ La vs '

and comparing the coethcients of the same power in x3, one finds that all the

coethcients of power series in eqs. (1-1) can be expressed in terms of ui, vi, and

wo, as follows*:

         zt2ic+i = (2(i+-ilic) ! [Ak z`i+ itg'21)'dic-i'-a(llr {""v"･i- ziTwo}],

                                                  (k==O, 1, 2, ･･･)

         .,,., == -(-itt+-1)1ic) !-[dic z?,+ -k(-il,21) Ak-itt-6i-//･-{E･,-dzv,}], o-3)

                                                  (k =O, 1, 2, ･･･)

and

         Tv,,= ((ll;lel)i [aiczv,+ k((i,'2i)-) Aic-i{g,-Aw,}], <k=o,i,2,･･･)

with

 * We understand that the zero-th povLier of the Laplacian operator is unity, i. e, YQ=1.
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         m, OUI                    OVI '                       . (1-4)         dl = Oxl + Ox2

    Boundary conditions at the surfaces of the plate are given:

         ±li-==A,,=(1,o)e,,+2(o,1)e,,, at x,=±g

                                                                  (1-5)
            O=A,.,=2(O,1)e,,,(i=1,2) at x,=±g

where p=p(xi, x2) is the distributed external pressure over the upper surface of

the plate. Introducing (1-1) with (1-3) into (1-5), we obtain the following equations:

        --i-(i, i) -fi, = ,zee=,(m,}%icf2z,+i 2)um (g)2k.

                        ×[(2k+1,2le)Ain'2wo-(2le+3,2k+4)Aic'igi], (1-6)

        ,Ze=e, ((5kl)!ic (e)2"[(2k+1,2le+2) idic S,-(2k-1,2k-2) liic+i,.,] = o, (1-7)

and

        ,Ee.e.., ((ikl) )tic (3)2ic Ak s?,=o, (1.s)

with flexural rigidity D of the plate of thickness h:

             h3(O, 1) (1, 1)
        D=               3(1,2) '

and

             Oul Ovt        9'=ox, -'ox,' (1-9)
                62. Equation for Deflection of a Beam with
                         Rectang"lar Cross-Section

    When the breadth, say b, of a plate is small, the equation of a thick plate

can be reduced to the equation of a narrow rectangular beam3) of large depth.

    Because of the narrow breadth of the beam, we can take:

        O=A2i=(1,O)ekic62i+2(O,1)e,i, (i=1,2,3) (2-1)
in the interior of the beam.

    Introducing (1-1) into (2-1), equating the coeflicients of the same power of t3,

and taking (1-3) into account, we obtain the foliowing equations:

        ew2ic+l                 OU2ic+1
        "oc, +-oc, =O, (le=O,1,2,-･･) (2-2)

        Ow2ic
             +(2k+1)w,,.,=O, (k==O,1,2,･･･) (2-3)         ax2
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and
       '
       -Q.//22:;;iii + -l-i ･i-;-O--l-;(-Q--i(S-,･I･-ic･ ,+i - ,k'+, 02,Z,.e',,2k1-o. (klo, i, 2, ･･･)

    From (2-2)･v(2-4), with fe=O, one can find:,

                                             '      '''''OoSSI,-V,i ==O,'and "/'i,,U,,i ="OS.Tev,,O=O. (s213)

                     t. tBy means of (2-2)N(2-5), eqs, (1-3) read: .
    '

' '
 u2ic+i=4(i,i)-/2ife)ic+i)ioOJr'Ik'[(3fe'`'2k'`)U`(ll,lt3;,2,),9/Ll.)We]

                                         '        v,ic., = (i-+iig! aO,,'f,-w,, (fe=::o, i, 2, ･･･)

               '        w2k = 'z'(ii)i(tiS]ET)mi:"'bOilii [k(3, 2) ui-(3fe-4, 2k-4) oa., wo].

                                              (k=O, 1, 2, ･･!)
        tt
    From eqs. (2-5) and (2-2)N(2-4) with k=O, teyms zci, wi, and wo,

as follows:

       z`,- ui+ gli,Oi) vz ,d.'? [ui- ,d.-i-wb],

       v,-- £i%x, dd.,-[Ul- dttii--Wb],

and
        '        '
        ., - wb+ g&Ol-y- xg dd..,[ul - -zi.ll-i-- vvh]･

where Ul and Vlb are functions of xi alone.
f.ii.k?･XrgOd,"q/r."tff..(i,-,9) i"to (i-6)'-'o-s) and

        Eqi == 2(33i 2y- ,zOO..,(-. ac-1 I(Zk)l ,2) (!E-)2k.

..d ' Xdd¢2:k"33rv[(3k+s,2fe+4)

       o- ,zO=O, ((skl); (g)2ic dd.2:,-.-[(3k+2, 2k+2)

wher6 q=Sb-/,2!,p(xb x2) dx2 is the intensity

'

are

(2-4)

(2-5)

(2-6)

(2-7)

(2-8)

expressed

(2-9)

retaining terms of O(x8), we obtain the

                       '

q-(3fe+1,2k)-d-d.,Vih], (2-lo)

          '
              '          '    q-(3le-2,2fe-2)atwhwr]･

              ･ (2-11)
of external load, E=(O, 1) (3, 2)!(1, 1) is
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Young's modulus, and l=bh3!12 is moment of inertia of the cross-section of the

beam.

    When the depth h of beam is small compared with its length, Ul in eq. (2-11)

can be expressed as follows:

        ui .. - -,d,･{- [i. -63(i,21･11- (-(i, )2 -,d-:-,,- + !e･･,2,) ,(i,3i)i-Q･)({i7)` ...X7 +

                     +(3'2)22s8o7('1?i9,'172)(rl;')6dd.6?+''']Wo, (2-12)

Introducing (2-12) into (2-10), we obtain:

        q7 Ei-tt--,･ ,t----[i + --l･2-6'-/al6,)) (-g-)2-tzd-.-2i- + ('95,7,･ ,3,O('i,･ff66) (e)4 -i-,- E･--- +

                    ..(.S94-i.,.gg..2..Z,..tl･(,9,8,5)?･?.8..28).(fih,")6,d,,6?+...]ivb. (2.i3)

    We can also obtain (2-13) from eqs. (2-10) and (2-11) in a quite similar manner

as was described in the previous paperi) for a thick plate. Applying operators:

        ,ze=e,(-1)ic-6fe-+-(-22--k-)2e+2h (-g-)2ic ddi:,-, ..d

        ,Eco=,(-1)ic (2fe+2)(S3fefe++3?,!2k+4) (g)2ic.£..:,,,.3, ,

respeetively to (2-10) and (2-11), and eliminating Ul, we have:

        ,zO=O.,( - 1)k (3k+(:la)2k! + 2) (Z.)2ic dd.Si,., .,

            :-6(i･ i) EI,zco,,£.,(- i)k-((22 ++32))!(?S etl li5}fe)! (-t)2ic -t--.-?/l-t,;. wb. (2-i4)

The inverse of the operator in the left-hand side of (2-14) can be written as:

        8= 2(i, i) ['+ L4(?i,`i) (Z )2-dd.2r + (6Zi l/';t%"2)"(g)` ,dil +

                    +(4447,120s5sOoO(1¥217),4,2176)(g)6-sd-:?ne+...]. (2-ls)

Applying the inverse operator 8 to both sides of (2-14), we obtain eq. (2-13).

    Truncating the series in h in the right-hand side of eq. (2-13), we obtain the

approximate equation for deflection of a beam with large depth. For instance,

if we retain the term of O(hO) in the right-hand side of (2-13), we have:

               d4

        q= EI d.t lVh･ (2-16)
Eq. (2-16) is the equation for deflection of a beam in the zero-th orcler approxima-

tion in the present theory, and is nothing but the usual equation for a beam of

smal! depth.
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    While, retaining terms of O(h2) in the right-hand side of (2-13), we obtain

the equation:

        q= Ei-tic･iiiii, [w6+ (22oie-il6i)) (g)2 dd.2? wb], (2-i7)

for deflection of a beam in the first order approximation.

    In a similar manner, we can obtain the approximate equations for deflection

of a beam with any desired accuracy, after truncating the series in eq. (2-13) at

the terms of higher order of h. Eq. (2-13) shows the terms to O(h6) explicitly.

            g3. Solution of Eqllation for Defiection of a Simply

                   Supported Beam under Uniform Lead

    We shall so}ve a set of equations (2-10) and (2-11) for a simply supported

beam of moderately large depth under uniformly distributed external load qo per

unit of longitudinal !ength.

    Let a beam of breadth b and length l be simply supported at xi=±l!2. The
boundary conditions shall be taken to be:

        g3:=O, and An=O. at xi=±-iir (3-1)
    The solution of eqs. (2-10) and (2-11), satisfying the boundary conditions (3-1),

can be written as:

             co        Wb=Z An COS (evn Xi), (3lh2)
             n=-1

             co        Ul =: B. sin (a. xi), (3-3)
            n±1
where,

             (2n - 1)
                l n, (n=1,2,3,･･･)        cr7V =

with constants A. and B.. While, the uniform load q=::const,=qo can be expressed

as :

            oo        qo :":Eqn cos (crn vi), (3h4)
            n=-1
with

        q.=4. ((i,ll-i'7j-qo. (n==1,2,3,''') (3-s)

Introducing (3-2)N(3-4) into eqs. (2-10) and (2-11), we obtain:

        An= 6h Z?, (cr.h)3 COSh(crnli/1.),'(.l/i)3-')).wwSh',"hL (cr=zlitll),

                                                (n=1,2,3,･･-) (3-6)
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and

        Bn - ,}, k: (cr.h)3 e-OSh(9r.i {k/l.2i,,,i'(il,,2, l.tsl", h. (crn-Z'!).

                                                (n::=1,2,3,･･･) (3-7)

    Expressing the right-hand side of eq. (3-6) in the form:

        An= Eii Z?, ['+ S2oiit?)) (evn/)2-'2Z26626(?2,Z))'(cr.'C'i)`+

                      +(174s460oZo''ol(11?i)2)L(crn-ll'7)6-'''], (n=1,2,3,''') (3us)

and truncating the series at O(hZ'i), we obtain the solution of equation in the n-th

order approximation.

    For example, retaining the term of O(hO) in the right-hand side of (3-8), we

have:

        Hh=-2-49ikil((g)2-.?](s(g)2-.i). ' (3-g)

Eq. (3-9) is the solution of equation for deflection of a beam in the zero-th order

approximation and is nothing but the usual solution for a simply supported beam

of small depth.

    While, if we retain terms of O(h2) in the right-hand side of eq. (3-8), Wb

can be written as:

        wb=-2-4q-i-i-((-S-)2-x?)[s(S)2(i-32(s2(i-i,i8)(-lt')2)-xr)]. (3-io)

Eq. (3-10) is the solution of equation for deflection of a beam in the first order

approxlmatlon.
    In a similar manner, we can obtain the solution of equation in the n-th order

approximation, after truncating the series in the right-hand side of eq. (3-8) at

the terms of O(h2n).

                             g4. Disc"ssions

A) Amproximate eguations obtainedf>"om eq. (2-14)

    From eq. (2-14), we can have approximate equations (2-16), (2-17), etc, It is

also possible to obtain approximate equations from (2-14) in a somewhat different

manner.
    Retaining terms of O(h2) in the left-hand side of eq. (2-14), we get:

        (1- i5(i,4i) (})2 dd.2?lq :EI d`i.lit w6. (4-1)

While, if we retain terms of O(h2) in both sides of eq, (2-14), we arrive at the

following equation:
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        (i-i5(i,41)(-hi-)2dd.2ilq=::EIdd.`l(i--li(g)2-ifli,1wo, (4-2)

which can be transformed into:

        (i- (22oi('il6i)) (-Z-)2 zS:'i?]q= Er £2 w,, (4-3)

Eqs. (4-1) and (4-3) correspond to the equation given by Timoshenko`':

         - ki (M+ 5ii,21) (g)2 q)= dd.2? wo, (4-4)

where Mis the bending moment of the beam (q= -d2Mldx,2). Eq. (4-4) is obtained

from the usual equation of deflection for a beam of small depth, taking into ac-

count the effect of shearing stress at the cross-section of the beam.

    Eqs. (4-1) and (4-3) are reduced to eq. (2-16), when the external load q is

uniformly distributed along the length of the beam, i. e. the effect of the depth of

the beam disappears in the left-hand side of (4-1) and (4-3). The author showed

here eqs. (4-1) and (4-3), for the sake of comparison with eq. (4-4),

B) Numerical EJcaimple

    As for numerical examples, the maximum defiections W... of a simply sup-

ported rectangular beam under uniform load are calculated from solutions obtained

in this paper.

    The maximum deflection corresponding to the exact solution is given by eq.

(3-2) with x,=O:

                oo        l]Vlmax ==: Z] An, (4-5)                n=1

where expression (3-6) is to be used. The maximum deflections in the zero-th

and the first order approximations are derived from eqs. (3-9) and (3-10), and

are wrltten as:

         Wmax='254 ]i5t(Lill-)`, (4m6)

and

        w...=-2-5-4- i5gz (g)`(i+ 32(s2(it,i8) (-1:'-)2]. (4-7)

While, from the solution of eq. (4-4), we can obtain the maximum deflection:

        w...-,5, loi(g)`(i+g[3,;?(e)21. (4-s)

    Numerical results W, for the exact solution are calculated after truncating

the series (4-5) at appropriate terms (n=11). For several values of h!l, numerical

results IJVI...!V/, calculated from eqs. (4-6)N(4-8) are listed in Table 1, in which

the ratio 2!Lt is taken to be 312, with Poisson's ratio (Z12)1(R+Lt)=O.3.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of the maximum deflections
of a simply supported rectangular beam
under uniform load.
(21tt =:312, and Poisson's ratio:=O.3)

Depth 387

hll

O.05

O,10

O,15

O.20

O,25

O,30

O.35

O,40

IVmax!IVe (VXe: exact solution)

0-th
(usual

order
 beam

approx
 theory)

O,994

O,978

O.951

O,917

O.876

O.831

O.784

O,737

lst order approx.

1.000

1,OOO

1.000

1,OOO

1,OOI

1.002

1.003

1,O05

Effect of shearing
force`) (Eq. (4-8))

1,O02

1,O08

1,O18

1.031

1,047

1,065

1,084

1.104

    In the zero-th order approximation (the usual beam theory), the relative error

il-(IV...!IV,)I is comparatively smali for a beam of small depth (e.g. Iess than

5% for h!l= O.15), whiie, the error increases with increasing depth of the beam

(from ca. 8% for h/l=O.2 to ca. 26% for h!l=O.4).

    In case of eq. (4-8), the error is comparatively small for a beam of small depth

and also for a beam of relatively large depth, e. g'. the error is less than 5% for

hll<O.25.

    In concluding this paper, the author wishes to mention that the values of

Wl... in the first order approximation in our theory agree very weli with the

values from the exact solution W, for any value of hll, e. g. the error is less than

O.1% for h!l<O,2 and is O.5% for h!l=O.4.
                            r    The author thanks Prof. E. I. Takizawa for his encouragement and discussions

throughout this investigation.
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